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Hansen Family Farm
Japanese Black Trifele
We are happy to provide quality fresh fruits, vegetables, Grass-fed and Finished Beef, Naturally & Humanely raised
Pork, Pastured Chickens, and Cage Free Eggs to Clackamas County sustainably on our small acreage.
We strive to provide vegetables that grow well in our climate ensuring the best tasting local food available. We prefer to
grow old-fashioned and rare varieties of vegetables believing that they are the best to offer but do also grow a very
select, few varieties of hybrids, but they are counted on one hand! Much of what we grow, we save the seed of every
year and re-offer it to members of the Seed Savers Exchange.
We thank all of you, the “locavores”, food enthusiasts, market goers, and home chefs for making our goal of fresh, local,
fruits and veggies sustainably a reality.
Latest News....
Phil and Christie Hansen
2015 is off to a great start! We are looking forward to what this year has to offer!
All our efforts are gearing up to get the growing season started...from ordering/starting/transplanting seeds, planning
rotation crops for the fields, cleaning the greenhouses and field equipment, and clearing the fields! There is not a dull
day here on the farm!
Planning for garden start varieties is in full swing also. This year we will be offering many of our favorite heirlooms,
open-pollinated, and hybrid varieties that we have grown for the past 10+ years as well as many new-to-us varieties. We
are diligent to not purchase, offer or grow GMO seeds or food.
Our mix of garden starts includes many different varieties of tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, ground cherries,
pumpkins, melons, flowers and other great things for your garden! Most, if not all, varieties are tried and true for our
Pacific Northwest valley climate. Check out the Garden Start page for a printable list of varieties available. Or go
directly to a specific list at our Tomato, Pepper, and Other garden start pages.
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We grew over 100 heirloom/open-pollinated Pepper varieties and 125+ varieties of heirloom/open-pollinated Tomatoes
in 2014! Not counting the numerous other garden necessities like heirloom flowers, cucumbers, summer and winter
squash, herbs, and melons amongst other rare and hard to find vegetables! In 2015 we will continue with the tradition
we've started and will be planting and growing almost all the varieties that have been started so that even if you don't
buy a plant you have a chance to taste a range of different flavors!
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African Philosophy, History of Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy Journal on African Philosophy is a
peer-reviewed academic publication, committed to disseminating to as wide an audience as possible, the research
findings, JOURNAL ON AFRICAN PHILOSOPHY - INDEX In South Africa, the notion of an African Philosophy
of Education emerged with the advent of post-apartheid education and the call for an educational philosophy African
Philosophy of Education: The Price of Unchallengeability African Sage Philosophy is the name now commonly
given to the body of thought produced by persons considered wise in African African Philosophy SOAS University
of London - 6 min - Uploaded by The AudiopediaAfrican philosophy is philosophy produced by African people,
philosophy which presents polylog / themes / in dialogue / African Philosophy at the Turn of the The African
philosophy of history will be situated in African ontology, anthropology, archeology, and proverbial sage philosophy,
and by so Africana Philosophy (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) The totality of humans is unthinkable without
African people. Likewise, our modern understanding of the world is unthinkable without African science. Yet there
African philosophy - Wikipedia - 23 min - Uploaded by AudiopediaAfrican philosophy is philosophy produced by
African people, philosophy which presents : African Philosophy: An Anthology (9780631203384 This is the view
held by people like Paulin Hountondji, Odera Oruka (in part), early Peter Bodunrin, Godfrey Ozumba and Innocent
Asouzu, derived from the two constituting termsAfrican and philosophy. African philosophy following this criterion is
the philosophy done by Africans. Why Dont We Study African Philosophy? - Daily Nous Even a quote on Wikipedia
acknowledges the state of African philosophy by saying and I quote: Other philosophical traditions, such as African
philosophy, are How student teachers understand African philosophy Letseka Koers African Philosophy is a
disputed term, partly because it is not clear if it refers to philosophies with a specifically African theme or context (such
as distinctively African Philosophy - Dictionary definition of African Philosophy Category:African philosophers all
those African philosophers for whom there is a separate Wikipedia article. Hellenistic-era philosophers from Africa (6
P) African philosophy - YouTube In order to indicate the range of some of the kinds of material that must be included
in a discussion of philosophy in Africa, it is as well to begin by recalling some Category:African philosophers Wikipedia African PhilosophyNew and Traditional Perspectives - Oxford The question What constitutes African
philosophy? was first raised with the publication of Placide Tempelss seminal work Bantu philosophy in An African
philosophy of history for African unity Pambazuka News African Philosophy and the Hermeneutics of Culture:
Essays in Honour of Theophilus Okere. Distributed in North America by Transaction s. The Significance Of African
Philosophy - New African Magazine For years debate has raged among African philosophers: does Africa have a
distinct philosophical tradition, and if so, what is its nature? Rick Lewis asked Does African Philosophy Exist - Gamji
Definition of African Philosophy Our online dictionary has African Philosophy information from Encyclopedia of
Philosophy dictionary. : African philosophy - Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy As already noted, historical
accounts of Philosophy, in Work in Africana philosophy in general, and African African Philosophy of Science Wikibooks, open books for an open Department of the Languages and Cultures of Africa. African Philosophy (PG).
Module Code: 15PAFH008 Credits: 15 Taught in: Term 2 African philosophy - New World Encyclopedia This
powerful and wide ranging anthology is ideal for classroom use. The issues discussed are central: the selections are
engaging and the contributors are of Introduction to African Philosophy - PLS1502 - Unisa This page started life as a
resource centre for a course I ran in 2000, but is now intended to be a general resource for those interested in African
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Philosophy The African philosophers youve never quoted Latest News Proverbs in Africa are wise philosophical
expressions, generally short and sometimes very funny, yet the messages they carry are deep. African Sage Philosophy
(Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Introduction to African Philosophy - PLS1502 ethical and political problems
in cross-cultural discourse about the nature and identity of African philosophy. African Philosophy - General - The
Basics of Philosophy What explains the ignorance and exclusion of African philosophy, both Thus, it is time to open
the debates in philosophy to perspectives from none Conversation about the situation of African philosophy at the
Threshold of the New Millennium. What is AFRICAN PHILOSOPHY? What does AFRICAN - YouTube Modern
African philosophers are challenging the racist undercurrents of Western philosophy and waging a battle to gain
legitimacy for the
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